Valhalla is a boutique agency specializing in branding, designing, marketing and
consultation for the action / motor / outdoor sports and youth cultures. We provide
our clients knowledge that can only be conceived from a lifelong cultural immersion;
in addition to 18 years experience creating for these cultures. We have the unique
insight, experience, knowledge and skill to make your project, campaign, or new
brand a success within this elusive demographic.
Our clients have included non-profits, shoestring budget startups and multi-billion
dollar international corporations. We’ve worked with clients from around the globe,
from our backyard in San Diego to Europe, Australia and everywhere in between.
We’ve built brands from the ground up and re-branded others, elevating them to
contender status from complete obscurity.
Our work has graced endemic, design, youth & pop culture magazines, videos,
MTV and the X Games. We’ve had numerous top-selling designs and concepts for
companies spanning the action sports and active youth cultures. We’ve received
accolades from within these cultures as well as the mainstream design world.
At Valhalla, we don’t just design. We Design and Conquer.

949 35 HALLA

valhallaconquers.com

We Live This
Valhalla is obsessive about finding unique solutions to fulfill our clients needs.
From an initial creative spark, we grow a solution and deliver award-winning
creative, nurtured by our experience and cultural immersion.
This is what we do, we live this.

What We Do
· Market and Trend Consulting
· Brand Creation, Position & Direction
· Brand Identity Development
· Advertising
· Packaging
· Environments, Point of Purchase & Display Design
· Promotional Materials
· Print Collateral
· Product Design & Development
· Illustration
· Photography & Photographic Art Direction
· Website / Interactive Design & Development
Outdoor Research Four sided repeat pattern

““While working at Helly Hansen, I had the pleasure of contracting Scott on a variety of design projects. Scott always brought a fresh point of view that reflected
his connection and passion to the winter-sports market. Scott continued to over-deliver and overwhelm whether it was concepting, product design, graphics,
presentations or casual conversation. I was always impressed with Scott’s ability to understand our consumer and the market we played in. His insights were
unique and imaginative. His positive energy and work ethic always raised the mood of the room, as well as challenged those around him to do better.”
Joshua Zadoff Sr. Director Global Category Apparel Lead at Nike
Scott has been an amazing design resource for me over the years. He has consistently provided me with timely, relevant, progressive work that is both creative
and commercially viable.”
Chris Miller Skateboarding Legend, Founder of Planet Earth Products and Adio Shoes, Alli Sports Chief Creative Director
“The creative and design work on the packaging was so complete and amazing it was only surpassed by the beauty and distinguished manner in which Scott
handled himself.”
Tom De Longé Musician, Producer & Entrepreneur (Blink 182 / Angels & Airwaves / Modlife / Macbeth Footwear)

Don’t take our word for it, read
what a few of our clients have
to say about working with Valhalla.

“I have worked with Scott on many creative projects and in each and every case, he performed a fantastic job. Scott is an extremely creative and dynamic design
professional who consistently over-delivers. Scott was really versatile and worked well with each and every member of our highly diverse, international team.
During the ideation and creative phase, Scott brought considered and valuable new thinking to the brand and products we were creating. Scott works extremely
hard and yet he has the rare ability to always kept things fun and optimistic. He brings positive energy and creativity that helps to motivate the entire team.
Scott’s a pleasure to have as a team-member and I would highly recommend him.”
Tobin Teichgraeber Senior Head of Product, Americas Region at Puma (former VP Global Product and Marketing at Helly Hansen)
“In this day and age that all are calling them selves designers there is very few people that can come through with designs that truly meet your expectations. I
have felt this way since first working with Scott Hultgren in 2000. Scott is very in tune with the market place and takes his researching of what your needs as
a brand are very seriously. As he is not only a designer he is our consumer in our industry.
This gives him a leg up on any graphic designers that I met. I would highly refer Scott and Valhalla to all out there that need to step it up! ”
Ron Bonner Owner / Founder of the Shadow Conspiracy
“Scott joined me as our creative director to launch Atomic Snowboards globally from the USA. I wanted west coast up to the minute connection to the action
sports trends and Scott to create something different so we could stand out, but still retail easily. Within 2 years we went from an obscure Austrian Ski Racing
brand and broke into the top ten snowboard brands in the USA, according to SIA data. This is crazy how far we came in such a short time and I owe a ton of
our success to the look and feel that Scott created for our graphics and marketing. I would recommend him to anyone that wants to kick ass!”
Luke Edgar VP of Sales Barebones Living (previously Skullcandy Brand Director, VP Sales & Marketing at Quiksilver/Rossignol)
“Scott Hultgren has always been a pleasure to work with. An intuitive designer and art director with his finger on the pulse of current youth culture obsessions,
Scott’s ability to bring a concept from initial conversation to a manifested product or campaign is top notch.”
Andy Howell Artist, Skateboarder, Founder of ArtsProjekt

CASE STUDIES

It’s all about LOVE

Angels & Airwaves

Legions of Angels & Airwaves fans from around the world had patiently awaited the release of LOVE for four years.
We worked with Tom Delonge & his group to create branding, marketing & packaging as striking as the film itself.
Situation
Their much anticipated, 4 year in the making, feature movie
entitled LOVE was set to release, they needed a full branding
& collateral package.
Objective
Create branding, collateral, packaging & marketing materials
for the film.

Results*
· Instantaneous, reinvigorated, worldwide buzz about the film
on the internet.
· Tremendous response at the film’s Santa Barbara Film Festival
debut in February 2011.
· The album entered the Billboard Music Charts at #30

Solution
Using images from the feature to create branding & marketing
tools to compliment the film’s independent nature while paying
homage to great space films of the past.

* More work will be available for this case study as more of our work is released to the public in coming months.

Deluxe Packaging for Angels & Airwaves
Outer Sleeve (top left) screenprinted with window that shows irridescent foil packaging
Interior folds open to reveal 2 cds, 1 dvd & a fold-out poster booklet

Above: Apple Trailer Site branding & imagery
Right: “One Sheet” full size movie poster.

For those who don’t need to compromise

HRE Performance Wheels

HRE had the best aftermarket car wheels on earth but their catalogs & collateral was lacking in a big way. In a very short
time, we elevated their catalog game to be on par with their wheels.
Situation
HREs catalogs & collateral wasn’t on par with their amazing
product.
Objective
Create visuals to elevate the wheel brands print image to be to
be level with it’s product.
Solution
Work with HRE Creative Director to create a new image for
HRE through eye catching, coffee table book style catalogs &
collateral. This led to further projects with the brand including
branding, packaging & more.

Results
· Instantaneous, reinvigorated, worldwide buzz about the brand.
· After a tremendous response to the first run of catalogs, we
started the second catalog within 6 months.
· Extended projects with the brand including branding for
their FlowForm & Carbon lines, SEMA Tradeshow graphics
& multiple other projects.

2011 HRE Performance Wheels Catalog

2012 HRE Performance Wheels Catalog
Product Line Branding
Forged (top) - Main Line
FlowForm (bottom left) - Entry Level Line
Carbon (bottom right) - Ultra Exclusive Line

HRE FlowForm Wheels is HRE’s entry-level wheel line.
Competitively priced, they are marketed towards a younger buyer than the
traditional HRE customer.
The branding & supporting collateral speaks to younger consumers but is still
appealing to the traditional HRE customer.
HRE Performance Line Overview - 2012

HRE Performance Line Overview - 2013

HRE Performance Wheels Mid-Year Release Sheets
(Series S1 - 2012)

Shown at the top of the page is a 30’ x 9’ wall mural announcing the
availability of custom colors at the SEMA show in November 2013.
Middle right is the flyer from SEMA 2012 with the tagline
“There Goes the Neighborhood” to correspond with the launch of HRE
FlowForm Wheels into the pricepoint market.
Bottom right - Flyer supporting banner & custom colors from SEMA 2013
Bottom left - T-shirt utilizes a play on words / logos directed at younger consumers

V is for victory

UVEX

UVEX had a decades-long domination of competitive skiing but no penetration into the youth demographic consisting
largely of freeskiers and snowboarders. They came to Valhalla to help them break into that market.
Situation
UVEX desired to appeal to the youth demographic with a
range dedicated to freeski, snowboard and mountain bike
markets around the globe.
Objective
Create a sub-brand within the brand to open doors in new
markets while not alienating their existing customer base.

Results*
· Great response from dealers at the tradeshows in early 2011.
· Broadened customer base by enhanced access to the coveted
youth demographic.

Solution
Create action sports segment specific identity, complete with
unique packaging & a style guide for their German agency to
reference when working with this new brand segment.

* More work will be available for this case study as more of our work is released to the public in coming months.

Opposite: “The Knockout V” was chosen for the sub-brand icon / shape. The letter
V was chosen to represent the brand, tying in to UVEX’s long history of victories
at the Olympics and other high exposure competitions. The letter itself was taken
from UVEX’s main logo, further associating the sub-brand with it’s parent.
Right, Below & Next Page: Various sizes & styles of ads were created for both
web & print. Great care was taken to ensure that campaign could be achieved
without any photoshoots, the client could use existing photos. UVEX supplied
Valhalla with approximately 5 action / portrait shots to work with & ensure the
campaign was viable utilizing existing photographs.

Bottom: Portrait / photography style UVEX should strive to obtain. Unique imagery which represents the brand’s high-end, German engineered products.

Valhalla created a full packaging program for the new sub-brand.

APACHE GOGGLE

FARBE / COLOUR: TITAN MATT
SCHEIBE / LENS: DOUBLE LENS SPHERIC
GOLDITE S1
ANTIFOG

APACHE GOGGLE
FARBE / COLOUR: TITAN MATT

fold line

uvexsports.com

UVEX DOUBLE LENS

S5500792529

· SUPER ANTI-FOG SUPRAVISION
· SUPER ANTI-SCRATCH
· SUPER ANTI-STATIC
· 100% UVA, UVB, UVC PROTECTION
· HIGHLY BREAK RESISTANT
· SUPER CONTRAST
· HIGHLY FLEXIBLE
· ABSOLUTELY OPTICALY CORRECT
· THERMAL BARRIER

5559120

Wrap-around goggle sticker

Clamshell goggle packaging utilized the “Knockout V” shape with each
goggle having it’s on sticker which wrapped around the edge with bar code &
pertinent info.
The helmet box had a sliding tray which was sturdy for shipping & stacking
but also displayed the product well. Below are mock-ups of it “closed” for
shipping or storing, providing structural rigidity while displaying the contents
and the brand logo. When the tray is reversed, the product inside is easily
accessible to the consumer, ensuring the box’s durability on the sales floor.
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From the ground up

Ascape

Armstrong knew flooring. We knew youth culture & action sports. Our combined efforts created a revolutionary brand and product.
Situation
Armstrong Flooring desired to test a print on demand model.
They had a substrate that was very popular in Europe and
they wanted to see America’s youth culture & action response
to such a product.
Objective
Create a brand in the action sports marketplace, allowing
Armstrong to learn and test a print on demand model.
Solution
Create a brand, Ascape, the first brand to provide youth
culture, and specifically action sports, with a line of rugs that
speak the consumers language.

Results
Outstanding feedback from collectors, consumers and industry
insiders.
Cultural validity - by offering collection of designs from
legendary, popular and upcoming artists & photographers
from within action sports, Ascape had an instant stamp of
approval with a finicky consumer.
Press coverage on multiple action sports & youth culture blogs
& magazines
The limited production model of the rugs made them instant
collectibles.

Valhalla created a fully functioning brand for Armstrong. Working with the team
inhouse, we took a blank substrate material from Europe & created a viable brand for
American youth to call their own.

for everyone; from legends Jim Phillips & Grant Brittain, to established creators Andy
Howell, Andy Jenkins & Tim McKenna, with Ky Baker, Brian Hockenstein & Daniel
Blom for those who are keen to “who’s next”.

Our brand creation work was all encompassing. We started with general consultation on
the ins & outs of the action sports market and followed through with naming, branding,
assembling a collection of designs and creating a website. The end result was a brand
and product the market had never seen, setting a new precedent for the rug industry and
creating cultural significance within the targeted demographic.

The project was a great success, with numerous rugs selling out before they were even
accessible to the public. Shop employees bought every Grant Brittain / Chris Miller
skateboarding & Jim Phillips skull rug before they even hit the sales floor.

The collection consisted of artwork & photographs from artists and photographers in action
sports. The group of artists & photographers offered were staggering. With something

Unfortunately, the project was set to end after a year’s time. Armstrong’s main focus of
the project was to institute a print-on-demand service for upcoming, larger projects. The
rugs are now collectibles and Valhalla still gets regular inquiries from consumers about
where to find the rugs.

Atomic blows up

Atomic Snowboarding

In 3 short years we took a European racing ski brand to a top 10 position in the North American snowboard market.
Situation
Atomic dabbled in the snowboard market for over a decade
before realizing that for their brand to succeed, it must be
driven from North America.
Objective
Substantially increase sales / market share and boost brand
image
Solution
A top to bottom re-branding, enabling Atomic a rebirth in the
marketplace as a brand in tune with the snowboard consumer

Results
Sales grew from under $1m to over $9m annually
Market Share increased from less than .5% to over 3%,
catapulting the brand from obscurity to the top 10 in sales &
market share
Brand image enhancement. Atomic was seen as a viable
option in the snowboard market, no longer solely a European
ski racing brand.
A by-product of the snowboard division’s success was elevated
overall brand image, which gave the Alpine Ski Division
increased access to the coveted youth demographic.

Opposite, top left & lower far left: The first season ad campaign for
Atomic was intentionally “too far”. Very bright colors, striking photos
& interesting copy highlighted the team and served as an alert for
consumers to know that Atomic meant business.
Opposite, top right & lower middle / right: Atomic’s second season
campaign was split with a freestyle oriented campaign for Transworld
& a backcountry / freeride oriented mini-campaign for Frequency. The
Transworld campaign consisted of the riders in unique locations &
photographs next to their riding. The Frequency campaign was a visual
slideshow, displaying imagery dear to Frequency’s reader with a focus on
the lifestyle that surrounds freeriding.
Middle bottom: The season three campaign sought to catch the readers
eye with explosive portrait shots combined with a clean layout & bold
riding shots.
JASON MURPHY
frontside five forty stalefish

see jason hustlin’ in

straight jacket films movie out now

photography: shem roose action | christopher donez portrait

multi-time good wood winner and a rider favorite
the alibi - our one board quiver, it owns any terrain

for more information call 1.800.732.6273
or log on www.atomicsnowboarding.com

Top & far right: Season four’s campaign utilized 90% existing
photography with the only photoshoots being the riders sending in a
digital shot of themselves for their small portrait.

Opposite: Dealer invite to tour Atomic’s Austrian factory.
Viewmaster with corresponding, custom slides.
Top: Dealer POP pack for season 1 was a play on the
limited edition graphic of Atomic’s most popular selling
Hatchet board. Custom printed box contained 2 stacks of
posters, a 18x24” skull rug & 2 bags of printed skull lights.
Right: Valhalla created various accessories for Atomic,
both for sale to consumers & for promotional use such as
these headwear pieces which complimented the boards also
available that season.

Valhalla helps bring Helly home

HELLY HANSEN

Helly Hansen wanted to appeal the core snowsports market. In a matter of a few seasons, they became a front runner in the
marketplace.
Situation
Helly Hansen’s outerwear was perceived as a premium product
but their graphic tee and headwear programs weren’t in touch
with the consumer’s tastes and their feature icons and label
packages were dated.

Results
Increased awareness, recognition & “cool factor” with core
consumer

Objective
Update the image of Helly Hansen’s graphic programs to fit in
line with it’s premium outerwear.

Brand image enhancement. Helly Hansen was now seen as
a leader in both the ski & snowboard market and a desired
brand for consumers

Solution
Create tees, hats & beanies which appealed to Helly’s diverse
clientele, elevating the brand image with core consumers
and update their icon & label package to compliment their
premium outerwear line.

Additional developments updated Helly’s brand icons and
label packages.

Substantial increase in graphic t-shirt and hat program sales

BRANDING

ADVERTISING

Alpinestars Motocross Campaign 2014
Concepting & Art Direction

PRINT & COLLATERAL

Alpinestars Motocross Catalog 2014
Concepting & Art Direction

HRE Performance Wheels Product Catalogs
(2011 top, 2012 Bottom)

HRE Performance Wheels Mid-Year Release Sheets
(2013 FlowForm left, 2012 TR40 Series right)
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